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Birth Control

Dr. B. 0. Whitten, Supt., State Training School,

Clinton, S. C.

To challenge the wisdom or the right of self-perpetua-

tion is not the presumed duty of the medical profession and,

obviously, is one way we do not wish to pursue in our en-

deavors to promote race development or betterment in the

state or the nation. It appears to the writer, however, that

consideration of some plan whereby the medical profession

may give scientific advice regarding self-perpetuation to the

end that race preservation may be accomplished, is not only

its function, but its duty. If the medical profession wishes

to convince itself, by careful study and scientific and un-

biased investigation, that voluntary parenthood constitutes

a wholesome, humane, and sensible method for building a

competent and productive society, one that bespeaks of

more happiness, which embraces the attributes of security,

progress, culture, sufficiency, justice, intellectuality, assur-

ance and welcome, it should become the vanguard that does

not attempt to manifest its influence by a charitable silence.

The unborn thousands of incompetents who shall clutter the

stream of social and economic life in future generations

should not be held accountable for their plight, and the in-

dictment shall be against those who know, or should know,

of the inevitable results of constant and un-ending hap-

hazard types of reproduction. Ability and willingness to

handle the problem may now become one of the highest vir-

tues of medical men. We should make an attempt to con-

trol the problem to the extent that survival of the fit may
not be unwittingly drawn into national catastrophe by pre-

ponderance of the unfit.

Dividing the subject of Birth Control into sub-headings,

it leads us to consider the question from the viewpoint of

health, economics, morals, eugenics, and race preservation.

I shall not discuss the legality or illegality of the practice,
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or information therefor, under national or various state

laws.

It might be assumed that the medical profession as a

whole, or the Society to which I now speak, should be con-

cerned only with medical and health aspects of the Birth

Control subject, and not with the social and economic

phases. To our great distress at the present time, the social

and economic aspects are inseparably related to, and directly

affecting, the public health and medical features of the

problem. One cannot readily, if at all, separate mental

strain induced by economic or social conditions from its

place in the fundamentals of health. Malnutrition in some

children, with ever-haunting fear of bearing additional ones,

is not only a mill-stone of physical strain to mothers, but the

social deprivations and moral limitations are quite obvious

to the casual observer. Moreover, the average South Caro-

lina doctor should, and does, aspire to service in social and
economic spheres thoroughly inter-relating with the public

health of the state, and should be keenly aware of the fact

that he often becomes the main source of control. His voice

speaking to avert suffering and degradation will become a

voice of mercy. One of the great difficulties to the pro-

gress of any measure affecting a majority of people is the

lack of knowledge and understanding, free of all selfishness,

instead of false impressions of the real intent and purpose.

The W'ay of knowledge, however, will not forever be ob-

scured. A way to use it discreetly and sanely can be taught

with more understanding and success by our physicians but

others will supplant them in this moral service if they re-

fuse to accept its responsibilities. I cannot help feeling

that a mistake was made at the last meeting of the Ameri-
can Medical Association when, with all of its power, influ-

ence and scientific knowledge, it failed to emulate the sages

of the Jewish past in helping to ameliorate the suffering and
ill health so common among humanity, as a result of over-

production, by refusing to register itself clearly and forcibly

upon this subject.

The health of individuals is conditioned upon so many
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of life's problems and activities that it would, of course, be
stupid to attempt to strip the subject of cardinal reasons or

causes for good health or bad health. We consider first the

health of the mother, performing primarily her highly spe-

cialized function of child-bearing. Before we can advance
one step, we must take into consideration not only the func-

tions and effect of gestation, parturition, lactation, etc., but
her great concern over the welfare of other children, often

babies, to whom she has already given birth,—besides the

strain of economic difficulties that may, and do often, weigh
heavily upon her. This strain is, of course, bound to be
most acute where mothers must work outside the homes as

the case is so frequently now, and in ever-increasing num-
bers. Who can measure, in young mothers, the strain in-

duced by haunts of an untimely pregnancy and the various

neurotic elements involved, which may insidiously produce
symptoms difficult for her to overcome or prevent their

being transniitfed directly to her offspring? Birth Control

is known to be an important factor in the preservation of

the stability of the nervous system. The benefits derived

from this practice are manifestly obvious in the prevention

of venereal diseases. No further discussion of this point

seems necessary. It is scarcely more than a waste of your

time for me to enumerate several of the more common dis-

eases often manifesting symptoms of an acute type during,

or immediately following, pregnancies. Leading gynecolo-

gists are agreed that the health of women can be safeguard-

ed only by a lapse of from two to three years between each
pregnancy. Are there any to whom I am speaking who
have warned unfortunate mothers against a subsequent

pregnancy on account of some known serious physical de-

fect, but who failed to instruct her intelligently as to how
future conceptions might be avoided? We should not, of

course, be led to adopt any plan of locking the stable door
after the horse has been stolen. One of the most dreadful

alternatives emploj^ed by those who are unable to practice

Birth Control is abortion. In a text book of Peterson &
Haines, in a report by the special committee on criminal



abortion as far back as 1903, it was estimated tliat one-fourth

of the pregnancies ended in abortions and probably one-

third of the number were in some way interrupted. The
committee estimated such cases at not less than 100,000 an-

nually,—6,000 at least, ending in death of the mothers. Dur-

ing the past, it is notoriously true that the practice of abor-

tion has been most commonly undertaken among those least

qualified to perform it. The cases of abortion are now es-

timated to be well over a half million each year. This may
sound like an appalling situation but the shock of it does

not disprove the statement, and the figures are gathered by
unbiased, painstaking committees on statistics. It is also

known that an increasing number of abortions are found to

occur in married women who have already borne three or

more children and maternal deaths from the practice are

believed to be not less than 15,000 annually. The number
of deaths from puerperal sepsis is said to be seven times as

great in abortions as in sepsis from child-birth. You have,

no doubt, read some of the quotations of Dr. J. Whiteridge

Williams, Professor of Obstetrics at Johns Hopkins, in

which he expressed the belief that some form of contracep-

tive advice for the prevention of pregnancy in many cases

is just as essential as medical advice of a prophylactic na-

ture in the prevention of many physical diseases.

The effect of this great movement upon the well-being

of children is worthy of our earnest consideration. Statis-

tics show that 60% of all children who ar(^ twelfth in order

of birth are doomed to death before reaching their first

birthday, and six out of every ten of twelfth children die be-

fore taking one breath. Imagine the tremendous waste of

mother power and child life! I shall spare your time at-

tempting to emphasize the important features of properly
spacing children, and limiting the number in families, in

order that they may be well nourished, given proper paren-
tal care, and enjoy the rights and benefits of an education.

Nor do I need to argue over the difficulties of such a herit-

age being given children of large families with small in-

come of the father. No doubt the subject on which I am



speaking would offer some solution in dealing with the prob-

lem of child-labor.

In discussing the health aspects of this subject, you may
readily observe that its ramifications go directly into the

sub-division of economics. I do not believe that the ques-

tion of population in America, except as it is clustered in a

few cities, is one of serious concern at the present time.

However, it is known that the population question is a very

important branch of social ethics. There is scarcely a civi-

lized country except Japan and Italy where a marked de-

cline in birth rate has not been observed during recent years.

In Vienna, it is said that deaths in recent years have exceed-

ed births. During the present economic crisis, it is not dif-

ficult to see that, as a rule, the effects of large families nat-

urally lead to poverty, endanger the health and stability of

all members of the household, reduce the opportunities for

education, over-strain the mothers and deny them many op-

portunities for normal existence. This, of course, is influ-

enced by the earning capacity (and at times, opportunities

to earn) on the part of the family heads, and most likely,

the effects of large families in the future will lead inevit-

ably to a lower standard of living. "Wherever this situation

exists, we may naturally infer the problems of ill-health,

delinquency, unhappiness and often strife will be the result.

Taking the nations as groups of large families, one may
readily understand the theory for causes of war so com-

monly explained by some writers. I dislike to speak of

quantity production or over-production in relation to human

beings, but in the quality of production should lie one of

the tests of Birth Control. The population problem in

many countries is directly related to the Birth Control

problem. Holland, where information regarding contracep-

tive measures has been freely disseminated for fifty years,

continues to show annual increase in its population. Wo-
men there are still anxious to bear children and the margin

of natural increase of births over deaths is distinguishable

by several points. A decrease in death rate may be consid-

ered the logical result of a decrease in birth rate, even after



appropriating all of our science and skill to the benefits of

public health. Let us endeavor to make a practical appli-

cation by analyzing the following supposition:—Suppose

every couple in Columbia and South Carolina should say,

"We believe in large families. They make for happiness

and, inferentially, are considered an obedience to nature's

way. '

' Suppose 90% of the wives are physically capable of

bearing ten children, and that such number actually exists.

Who would dare measure the extent of human woe under

such conditions during the present economic crisis? Is it

not often a case of granting emotional over-indulgencies to

a family desiring ten children rather than according them

the rights of self-perpetuation with responsibilities justly

imposed, in each case of child-birth ? And have we reached

the time when responsibilities of self-determination should

outweigh in importance the rights of self-perpetuation? I

have no desire to build argument out of the appalling sham-

bles resulting in part from the present economic conditions.

We are all more or less aware of their existence, and it is

our duty to inform ourselves and counsel our clientele in

some common solution of the problem.

A distinguished psychiatrist has recently made some ob-

servations and studies of women in relation to motherhood

in Italy. His conclusions are that by making the act of

child-bearing the supreme function of the female race with-

out regard for the many impositions of anxiety, fear, ab-

sence of love, and improper mating, no greater invisible

bondage could be forced upon the women of that country.

Child-bearing as a specialized function of the female race in

America, without regard for many other individual and col-

lective privileges of women will never be accepted by our

women or even receive public approbation in appreciable

degree during future generations, and if we are interested

in the problem of Birth Control, we must understand that

the mothers and would-be mothers are ones to be given

sound and discreet information on contraception.

The subject of Birth Control should not be exploited by

the medical profession and our Societies should prevent its



being done by the laity. Birth Control, at the outset, should

be looked upon honestly and fearlessly, not as a measure

to prevent conception except as a proper means for intelli-

gent spacing of children in families and should be applied

to suit the economic, social, physical and mental abilities of

parents to procreate their kind. The chance and error

practice is devoid of all moral and sacred features, even of

love and intelligent anticipation that should be inseparably

attached to every case of conception.

The most formidable barrier to an open acceptance and

approval of this question lies in the moral or religious issues

involved. H. G. Wells has said that the cardinal problem

of civilization is the question of births. Whether to our

liking or not, the puritanical conceptions of morals do not

serve to socially and morally orient the youth of today and
while many are reluctant to settle the issue upon their own
opinions and interpretations, and thousands of others refuse

to openly admit the issues involved by their own methods

of behavior, there seems to be safe and sound judgment in

believing tliatT^omtality of action depends upon the mo-

tives involved, and that individual conscience and will are

often perverted and poisoned by the fear of losing social es-

teem. The sphere of moral obligation is, perhaps, more

critically tested where Birth Control is consciously and ef-

fectively practiced. There seems to be some evidence of

futility in our clinging forever to some of the divine com-

mands that were spoken thousands of years ago with doubt-

ful application to present-day circumstances and conditions.

The divine order, "Be fruitful and multiply," given when
the population of the globe consisted of two persons is

scarcely operable to the Nth degree of procreation, and di-

versity of opinion with respect to implications of such com-

mand seems to be fully justified. Moreover, there are

many conscientious and able theologians who hold that

Onan was punished not for "spilling his seed" but for re-

fusal to have a child by his brother's widow. I confess (to

a feeling of trepidity and insecurity in making such Biblical

citations but since thev are regarded bv some folks as the



very foundation for argument in opposition to Birth Con-
trol, we must, at least, allow room for the argument of con-

scientious interpreters when attempting to solve the prob-

lem by use of scriptural references. We cannot hide our

faces from the fact that ideas of social virtue have been un-

dergoing an un-ending variation and change since the be-

ginning of mankind. In ages past, virtue consisted of doing
that which appeared to be best for society or tribes of peo-

ples. Consider the "un-virtuous" woman who was shunned
by her associates when she refused to see her newly born
babe put to death in accordance with the unwritten law of

her primitive tribe; or the Spartan mother who connived
to save her weakling from the rigors of exposure and death
in order that this historic race of warriors might insure its

survival by allowing only those Avho could meet the physical

tests to develop to maturity for the divine purpose of self-

preservation ! Again, whether to our liking or not, we must
admit in most cases of birth, men and women have children

because they desire them and for their own satisfaction and
pleasure, rather than from any sublime feeling of duty to

state or society and without any thought of fulfilling the

command to "be fruitful and multiply." The Federal

Council of Churches of Christ in America, with which you
are, no doubt, familiar, appointed a committee to study and
report upon the question of Birth Control and almost with-

out dissent, the members of that committee gave unqualified

support to the movement. It is true that quite a number of

the leading theologians and able ministers do not subscribe

to the views of the Council in dealing with this question,

and several other issues that have been carefully and con-

scientiously studied by various denominations of the Chris-

tian faith. The scope of service being rendered by this

great organization, however, is not without powerful influ-

ence for good in the field of moral, social, educational and
religious welfare in America, and this organization, with
similar ones, is doing much to show the need of lifting the

question of sex life and activity to a higher plane where
more couples may be taught to look upon it as a supreme
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expression of affection and comradeship, and all methods

employed for the prevention of conception should be utilized

to the end that they may bear the fruits of a divine econo-

my. There is some reason to feel that the large number of

children in many families is the result of man's or society's

folly and presumption, rather than God's will.

In discussing Birth Control from the standpoint of the

eugenicist, I shall not presume to speak as one, but only as

a physician, and I doubt the desirability of attempting to

emulate in human breeding the achievements of a Luther

Burbank. There are certain fundamental requisites for

the accomplishment of purposes cited or intimated in this dis-

cussion. Obviously not mentioning all, I shall enumerate

the following : The health of mothers ; the possible physi-

cal heritage of children ; the earning capacity of fathers

;

and the standards of living desirable to maintain. I am
bound to submit that no one should challenge the wisdom

of these, but I doubt the possibility of attaining one of them

unless we succeed in arousing and informing twentieth cen-

tury parents and people of the responsibilities of parent-

hood and maternity. Maternity represents one of the most

unlimited and exacting individual responsibilities known
to society. The heritage of a sound body with sound and

educated mind, where reckless abandon does not preclude

opportunity for such attainment, is the literal embodiment

of conscious control in bringing human beings into the

world. No such rationally directed effort is even considered

or thought of in thousands, or perhaps millions, of cases. The

fateful and powerful influence of sex, instinct, nature and

such almighty terms are beyond the pale of imagination in

more than 50% of instances when such powers are given un-

limited expression.

The greatest philosophers of all time appreciated the

need of exercising some control of reproduction in building

a strong and versatile society or nation. The idea is unmis-

takably expressed in the Pj^thagorean, Socratic and Pla-

tonic philosophies where race development and betterment

often stand out as the supreme purpose of the writers.
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Probably, we do not wish to subscribe to all of the meas-

ures outlined in Plato's masterpiece, ''The Republic", but

we cannot help giving spontaneous applause to most of the

plans he mentions for better race development and the high

values of good breeding. Various methods to preserve the

races and prevent deterioration by haphazard types of pro-

creation among the unfit have been employed for thousands

of years. The sacredness of human life and righteous toler-

ance for weaker individuals may be carried to the point

where sanctified squander of some of the most precious

powers and rights of individuals is the crowning result.

Every species of the animal kingdom and all races of man-
kind have been provided with powers for reproducing their

kind far in excess of the needs. The population of the world

has almost doubled in one short century. How should we
deal with hundreds of cases in South Carolina, and multi-

plied millions in the nation, who cannot rise to the point of

fully appreciating some of the issues already mentioned

There are many who folloAV the trails of their predecessors

or move in circles of thought and activity blazed by the al-

mighty force of primitive instincts, and have not the slight-

est ability to provide constructive methods of sublimation,

either because of their natural environment or scant ability

to gain a higher perspective. To simply tell countless

numbers of the ideal "way" of continence by use of some

sort of spiritual ministrations will not suffice in landing

them vipon a lofty pinnacle of safety from where the}^ may
intelligently view the problem. There are tens of thous-

ands who will never enjoy the fruits of such ideal thinking

and behavior. No sane person should expect such an

achievement without the standard of intelligence and edu-

cation is correspondingly elevated. We who deal with

mental defectives observe in most cases one particular

characteristic, i. e.—an unbalanced relationship between sex

instinct or urge and intellectual restraint. Restraint will

not be effectively developed by advice and coimsel that

cannot be fully appreciated or visualized. Its valuation

must rest upon conclusions reached after the columns of

11



figures have been added, and a pre-requisite to this is the

ability to add correctly and interpret wisely. Eugenical

and moral advice in self-perpetuation can scarcely yield a

harvest of efficienc}', strength, and progress when sown in

fields of ignorance and deficiency. There does not appear

to be an effective approach to conscious control of the

powers of reproduction except by consciousness of the re-

sponsibility imposed in each ease, and the writer maintains

considerable doubt as to the ability of many who possess

such power to fully appreciate its values without the pro-

gram is actively and intelligently pursued from the stand-

point of health, heritage, happiness, stability, survival and

other important features of race development.

We must endeavor to prepare the right answer to the

question of what will be the result if information regarding

Birth Control is freely disseminated and the plan is widely

or promiscuoush' practiced. "Would the well-to-do and edu-

cated make most use of it and by so doing, would society

suffer even more from the effects of breeding mostly from

the bottom A part of this question is easily, if not al-

ready, answered. Thousands upon thousands of married

couples of the well-to-do and educated are, and have been,

using effectively various devices for the prevention of con-

ception. Sometime ago, interesting statistics were gathered

at Harvard University. It was found that from the classes

from 1850-1890, two and one-half children per married

graduate composed the average number in each family,

while at Yale, the per centage of reproduction Avas only

slightly higher. In 1926, London,—where Birth Control has

been freely practiced,—showed the birth rate among poor

to be approximately the same as among the more wealthy

and better educated. I do not need to make citations with

reference to the practice of Birth Control in well-to-do and

educated families throughout every state in the Union, and

make no exception regarding such practice in our own

state. The question of Birth Control at the present time

will inevitably stand or fall by reason of its effect upon the

well-being of women. Following this, the welfare of chil-
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dren and other members of society contributes to the sig-

nificance of the question. We are not brought face to face

with the appalling conditions so characteristic in large fami-

lies of the poor as frequently in southern homes as may be

found in several of the large cities where twelve to twenty

people may sleep in three or four rooms. This may seem

rather far from us, but we should remember that no barriers

are too formidable to prevent a gradual but sure equalization

of society as a whole in our country. The criminal and de-

linquent tendencies largely recruited from such distressing

situations are as truly a contagion as some of the germs

with which we are so familiar. I am not attempting to sug-

gest in this paper any radical measures for controlling

some of the evils which to me seem to exist partly from

carelessness in the development of our race or to outline

specifically the best manner of dealing with them, although

some such ideas might easily be expressed. I do advocate

honesty and sincerity in thought and action as well as dis-

cretion and care in attempting to deal with the problem.

I trust that Birth Control may be explained in such a way
that it will mean the same to illiterate or under-privileged

members of our society that it does to the members of our

medical profession. I hope the time may soon come when
none of the mothers in South Carolina may have reason to

feel that one of them illustrates in any way the feelings ex-

pressed by Mrs. Sanger in her book on "Motherhood in

Bondage." Just how we shall assist them in ordering their

lives to prevent being forced to give to their children a

heritage of physiological poverty, while they, themselves,

are burdened down to the point of ill health in body and
mind, may be carefully considered at some other time. I

realize that we must be content to deal with various forms

of intrenched conservatism and, in many cases, a frightful

apathy but the medical profession should not allow this sub-

ject to be taken out of its hands and handled by those less

competent to do so,—losing its golden opportunity to act in

the interest of public welfare as well as public health.

I have reversed the order to some extent and near the

13



close of this paper, presume to accurately define the term

"Birth Control." It is the conscious control of birth rate

by means that prevent conception. Thus far, only three

means have been described,—i. e., continence, sterilization,

and chemical or mechanical methods of contraception. I

have briefly discussed the hopelessness and fallacy of the

first method. In a paper read before the State Medical As-

sociation in Greenville, I had something to say about the

second method. You are doubtless familiar with various

practices in dealing with the third method. Mechanical

obstruction of the cervical canal during intercourse seems

to offer the most successful and satisfactory means of pre-

venting conception that has been discovered by scientific

investigation up to the present time. It is easy for any

physician who does not have details of this information to

procure it if he desires.

In closing, may I take this opportunity to emiphasize, as

I see it, the great importance of selective sterilization in

certain cases suffering with mental disorder and defect?

Some of the more recent scientific investigations tend to

prove that the insane suffer a lessening of fecundity, but

no such convincing evidence has been adduced with regard

to mental defectives. In going about the matter with re-

gard to some form of legislation for the control of mental

deficiency with its iniquitous consequences,—at the risk of

becoming a target for political controversy,— I have

drafted, roughly, some laws that appear to me to be suffi-

ciently conservative and to offer some benefit, if passed, in

dealing with the problem of mental deficiency in our state.

I am yet without apprehension in submitting them to the

members of our next General Assembly, except as to prob-

ability of passage the first attempt, unless they should have

the support of our state medical association. I find it to

be the rule that legislators are concerned about the attitude

and opinion of the medical profession on all such vital

questions, on account of which we should enjoy a feeling

of pride. The natural inference is that the problem I have

been discussing will continue to be handled in a so-called

14



"bootleg" manner, or that our profession will be called

upon for unbiased and intelligent service.

It is inconceivable that the medical profession should
fail, or refuse, to become well informed upon the subject of

Birth Control and sponsor all worthwhile movements con-

sistent with the conscience of its members, carefully de-

signed to build a better and happier people in state and
nation.
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